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“Good, you’ve done well,” Jasper praised Chad.

Chad laughed and replied, “All I did was sign the contract–you’re the one who
negotiated the partnership, Mr. Laine. Sentel was really kind to us too.

“They’ve been treating us with the highest standard of respect ever since we got
off the plane. There wasn’t any unnecessary talk during the finalizing process
either. There’s no way we can take the credit when all we did was come over to
sign the contract.”

Jasper replied with a smile, “Still, you’re the ones who went all the way there and
did the job.

“Since you’ve already signed the contract on the first day, then stay and have fun
in Coreana for the remaining two days. The company will cover your costs as a
reward.”

Chad laughed out loud and replied, “We’ve already booked the earliest flight out
tomorrow morning. We might’ve already signed the contract, but there’s still quite
a bit we need to prepare. Like the sharing and transferring of technical research,
as well as make the specific arrangements for manufacturing. Can we postpone
our vacation until everything’s done?”

“Sure. We’ll talk more when you get back, then.”

Jasper ended the call with a smile.

Jasper then turned to look at Echo. As expected, the latter’s expression had
darkened.



Echo stared intently at Jasper and said coldly, “What’s with this act that you and
your subordinate put on for us? Aren’t you afraid that I’ll mock you, Mr. Laine?”

Jasper replied calmly, “You think too highly of yourself, Mr. Welch. You’re not
important enough for me to put on an act. This is big news, isn’t it? How about
you go and ask for confirmation yourself?”

Echo narrowed his eyes and his gaze burned fiercely into Jasper.

As far as he was concerned, Jasper did not have the wit nor the capability to
come up with a plan to counter him within just a day.

Not to mention, he had done so by partnering with Sentel Corporation.

Sentel Corporation.

The only large industrial conglomerate that controlled Coreana’s economy.

Sentel’s status in Coreana was equivalent to Trider and Triton Financial Group’s
status in Sunrise Land.

Not every group could be considered a financial group, and not every financial
group could be considered a conglomerate.

Sentel was someone not even Trider or Triton dared to provoke lightly, let alone
Softwin.

Rony and Tochiba had only tried to probe Sentel back then thanks to Trider and
Triton’s support. The probe had then resulted in Trider and Triton arriving at a
secret agreement with Sentel, and its contents were something neither Rony nor
Tochiba were qualified to know.

Therefore, Echo refused to believe that this Sentel would actually form a
partnership with Jasper.



At that moment, Echo and Yona’s phones vibrated at the same time.

The same message lit up both their phones.

Echo and Yona pulled their phones out at the same time and looked down at the
screen. Both their complexions instantly paled.

There were countless eyes on a large industrial conglomerates like Sentel
Corporation at all times.

No matter when, and who signed a partnership with, news of it would still
immediately reach the ears of many powerful people.

Because of this, Echo and Yona had just received the latest news of Sentel
Corporation partnering with JW Electronics Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

This piece of information was immediately sent to Sunrise industrial
conglomerates by their network of spies. Softwin, of course, had their own
information channels to find out about this.


